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Meat Consumption and Health: Food for Thought

F

or some time, medical and science organizations
have been beating the drum that red and processed meat are bad for you. For almost as long, they
have lamented that their efforts to inform the public
have not convinced enough people to change their
consumption. This month's issue offers us food for
thought on why.
The ﬁeld of nutritional epidemiology is plagued by
observational studies that have conducted inappropriate analyses, accompanied by likely erroneous conclusions (1). Many studies selectively report results, and
many lack an a priori hypothesis. Many use notoriously
unreliable self-reports of food consumption while failing to collect or appropriately control for data on numerous potential confounders.
Let's start with the evidence for the health-related
needs to change our diets. There is controversy over
whether consumption of meat, and what kind of meat,
leads to poor health outcomes, such as cancer and cardiovascular disease. Although many studies report
health risks (2), many—some even examining the same
data sets as those reporting a signiﬁcant risk (3)— do
not. Some reviews of the literature conclude that processed meat is carcinogenic, and red meats are “probably carcinogenic” (4). Other reviews conclude that evidence supporting the association between red meat
consumption and colon cancer and cardiovascular disease is weak (5).
Four more studies join the evidence base this
month, and because they review all of the evidence that
came before, they cannot be accused of cherry-picking.
The ﬁrst was a meta-analysis of cohort studies that focused on how dietary patterns, including differing
amounts of red or processed meat, affected all-cause
mortality, cardiometabolic outcomes, and cancer incidence and mortality (6). More than 100 studies including more than 6 million participants were analyzed. The
overall conclusions were that dietary patterns, including differences in meat consumption, may result in only
small differences in risk outcomes over long periods.
The next study was a meta-analysis that homed in
speciﬁcally on cohort studies examining how reductions in red and processed meat might affect cancer
incidence and mortality (7). It included 118 studies with
more than 6 million participants, and it, too, found that
the possible impact of reduced meat intake was very
small. The third study was a meta-analysis of cohort
studies that looked speciﬁcally at meat consumption
and its relationship to all-cause mortality and cardiometabolic outcomes (8), and— once again—it found that
any link was very small.
Of course, because the studies included in these
meta-analyses are all observational, they are subject
to signiﬁcant confounding. Most resulted in GRADE
scores that rendered the authors able to provide only
low or very low certainty in their conclusions. For many
outcomes, they were unable to provide any certainty at

all. Over and over again, they stressed that even if the
results were statistically signiﬁcant, their certainty was
low and the absolute differences seen were small and
potentially confounded.
Higher-quality interventional studies would be better. They also exist. In a fourth analysis in this issue (9),
researchers examined randomized controlled trials that
compared diets with differing amounts of red meat
consumption for at least 6 months. They found 12 eligible studies, but one of them—the Women's Health
Initiative—was so large (almost 49 000 women) that it
dominated the analysis. We can wish for more studies,
and we could hope that they had more homogenous
outcomes and better ﬁdelity to assigned diets, but the
overall conclusions from what they had were that “red
meat may have little or no effect on major cardiometabolic outcomes and cancer mortality and incidence.”
Even this was offered with low to very low certainty.
Despite this lack of consistent evidence, the case
has long been made for reducing meat consumption to
reduce risk for cardiovascular disease and various cancers. Indeed, reduction of meat intake is generally endorsed in dietary guidelines.
A ﬁfth article this month is a new guideline, however, based on these reviews (10). It was voted on by 14
members, including 3 community members, from 7
countries and had strict criteria concerning conﬂicts of
interest. The overall recommendations, contrary to almost all others that exist (4, 11, 12), suggested that
adults continue to eat their current levels of red and
processed meat, unless they felt inclined to change
them themselves.
This is sure to be controversial, but it is based on
the most comprehensive review of the evidence to
date. Because that review is inclusive, those who seek
to dispute it will be hard pressed to ﬁnd appropriate
evidence with which to build an argument.
The ﬁnal article on this topic (13) reports on 4 systematic reviews examining experimental and observational evidence on people's values and preferences regarding meat consumption, and their willingness to
change their consumption habits in the face of health
concerns (13). Reasons for eating meat included enjoyment, considering meat essential to a healthy diet, considering meat to be part of one's culture, and uncertainty about preparing adequate and tasty meals that
did not include meat. None of these are really a surprise. Nor is the fact that participants were reportedly
unwilling to give up meat-eating or switch to meat substitutes, even when presented with information about
potential negative health effects.
Many reported a belief that they had already reduced their levels of meat consumption. Others felt
that the negative health effects were negligible compared with those of such activities as smoking tobacco.
A willingness to change other lifestyle factors in pursuit
of better health, such as increasing exercise and fruit
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and vegetable consumption, was reported. Mistrust of
the scientiﬁc information provided was often reported
as contributing to participant's reasoning for not reducing meat consumption.
Given the ﬁndings presented in this issue, it's hard
to argue that this is a misinformed set of beliefs. Research suggests that presenting an individual with information that opposes their beliefs could result in
them holding on more tightly to those beliefs (14).
Some of this is due to the Dunning–Kruger effect, which
describes the inverse relationship between actual and
perceived knowledge about a topic: The less people
know, the more they actually think they know (15). Although some of this effect relates to a lack of knowledge and thus a lack of context to evaluate one's own
gaps in understanding, other data tell us that resistance
to facts that contradict one's views has very little to do
with intelligence (16).
But in this case, it's not even clear that those who
disbelieve what they hear about meat are wrong. We
have saturated the market with warnings about the
dangers of red meat. It would be hard to ﬁnd someone
who doesn't “know” that experts think we should all eat
less. Continuing to broadcast that fact, with more and
more shaky studies touting potential small relative risks,
is not changing anyone's mind.
Moreover, it may be time to stop producing observational research in this area. These meta-analyses include millions of participants. Further research involving much smaller cohorts has limited value. Highquality randomized controlled trials are welcome, but
only if they're designed to tell us things we don't already know.
It's also probably time for a major overhaul of the
methods for communicating nutritional data in ways
that might get through to target populations and
change health outcomes. One ﬁnding from the studies
reviewed by Valli and colleagues (13) that may hold
promise is that there are many reasons other than
health to reduce meat consumption. Ethical concerns
about animal welfare can be important, as can concerns about the effects of meat consumption on the
environment. Both of these issues might be more likely
to sway people, and they have the added beneﬁt of
empirical evidence behind them. And if they result in
reducing meat consumption, and some receive a small
health beneﬁt as a side effect, everyone wins.
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